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Abstract— New technological breakthroughs and massive production provide cheap and easy-to-use products that are
more accession to the average person, which leads to worldwide usage of emerging technologies. One of the main
enablers of technological progress and modern civilization more generally is the energy that drives this machinery.
However, due to its global usage, technological machinery creates an increasing demand for more energy. In this
paper we will discuss the energy aware metaheuistic techniques in cloud environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing can be classified as a new paradigm for the dynamic provisioning of computing services
supported by state-of-the-art data centers that usually employ Virtual Machine (VM) technologies for consolidation and
environment isolation purposes [1]. In industry these services are referred to as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),
Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Software as a Service (SaaS) respectively. A recent Berkeley report [2] stated: „„Cloud
computing, the long-held dream of computing as a utility, has the potential to transform a large part of the IT industry,
making software even more attractive as a service‟‟. Therefore, Cloud service providers need to adopt measures to ensure
that their profit margin is not dramatically reduced due to high energy costs. The rising energy cost is a highly potential
threat as it increases the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and reduces the Return on Investment (ROI) of Cloud
infrastructures.

Figure 1: Cloud Computing [14]
Nowadays energy consumption problem is a major issue for data centers. The energy consumption increases
significantly along with its CPU frequency getting higher. With Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS)
techniques, CPU could be set to a suitable working frequency during the running time according to the workload. On the
other side, reducing frequency implies that more servers will be utilized to handle the given workload. It is a critical
problem to make a trade-off between the number of servers and the frequency of each server for current workload.
In this paper, we investigate energy aware metaheuristic technique.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Various papers have been studies. Main papers are followings:
In Xin-She Yanget al [2013]: This paper provides a timely review of the bat algorithm and its new variants. A
wide range of diverse applications and case studies are also reviewed and summarized briefly here. Further research
topics are also discussed. Bat algorithm (BA) is a bio-inspired algorithm developed by Yang in 2010 and BA has been
found to be very efficient. As a result, the literature has expanded significantly in the last 3 years.
In Qi Zhang et al [2012]: In this paper, they provide a control-theoretic solution to the dynamic capacity
provisioning problem that minimizes the total energy cost while meeting the performance objective in terms of task
scheduling delay. Specifically, they model this problem as a constrained discrete-time optimal control problem, and use
Model Predictive Control (MPC) to find the optimal control policy.
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In Dian PalupiRini et al [2011]: In this paper, they provide a Basic Information about Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) is a biologically inspired computational search and optimization method developed in 1995 by
Eberhart and Kennedybased on the social behaviors of birds flocking or fish schooling. Found by the PSO.
III. ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Energy efficiency refers to a reduction of energy used for a given service or level of activity, as defined by the
World Energy Council. However, defining the energy efficiency of data center equipment is extremely difficult because
it represents a complex system with a large number of components from various research areas such as computing,
networking, management, and the like.

Figure 2: Energy Efficiency Model [15]
It is known that one of the most effective approach for reducing energy cost is to dynamically adjust the data
center capacity by turning off unused machines, or to set them to a power-saving (e.g. “sleep”) state [3]. In a production
data center where resource requests for tasks can arrive dynamically over time, deciding the number of machines to be
switched off is not only affected by the efficiency of the scheduling algorithm, but also time-dependent characteristics of
resource demand [4]. While over-provisioning the data center capacity can lead to sub-optimal energy savings, underprovisioning the data center capacity can cause significant performance penalty in terms of scheduling delay, which is the
time a task has to wait before it is scheduled on a machine [5].
Let‟s identify two critical points where energy is not used in an efficient way but is instead lost or wasted. Both
terms define inefficient use of energy from an agnostic point of view, where energy loss refers to energy brought to the
system but not consumed for its main task (e.g., energy lost due to transport and conversion) [7]. This also includes
energy used by supporting subsystems, such as cooling or lighting within a data center whose main task is the provision
of cloud services. Energy waste refers to energy used by the system‟s main task but without useful output (e.g., energy
used while running in idle mode). Additionally, useless work by the system is also considered energy waste; for example, for
a cooling subsystem, this would mean keeping the cooling at maximum during the night when temperatures are lower [5].
IV. CLASSIFICATION OF TASK SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
Various algorithms are available for managing the energy in cloud environment. Figure 3 will show the various
scheduling algorithms.

Figure 3: Various Scheduling Algorithms
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Various Metaheurstics Algorithms:
Ant Colony Optimization ACO: Ant algorithms were first proposed by Dorigo and colleagues [7 9] as a multiagent approach to difficult combinatorial optimization problems like the traveling salesman problem (TSP) and the
quadratic assignment problem (QAP). There is currently a lot of on-going activity in the scientific community to
extend/apply ant-based algorithms to many different discrete optimization problems [5, 11]. Recent applications cover
problems like vehicle routing, sequential ordering, graph colouring, routing in communications networks, and so on.
Ant algorithms were inspired by the observation of real ant colonies. Ants are social insects, that is, insects that
live in colonies and whose behaviour is directed more to the survival of the colony as a whole than to that of a single
individual component of the colony. Social insects have captured the attention of many scientists because of the high
structuration level their colonies can achieve, especially when compared to the relative simplicity of the colony‟s
individuals. An important and interesting behaviour of ant colonies is their foraging behaviour, and, in particular, how
ants can find shortest paths between food sources and their nest. While walking from food sources to the nest and vice
versa, ants deposit on the ground a substance called pheromone, forming in this way a pheromone trail. Ants can smell
pheromone and, when choosing their way, they tend to choose, in probability, paths marked by strong pheromone
concentrations. The pheromone trail allows the ants to find their way back to the food source (or to the nest). Also, it can
be used by other ants to find the location of the food sources found by their nest mates

Figure 4: Finding by ants path from nest to food source [16]
Procedure ACO
1. Initialization:
i.
Initialize the pheromone value to a positive constant for each path between tasks and resources.
ii.
Optimal solution=null
iii.
Place the m ants on random resources
2.

Solution Construction of each ant:
Repeat for each ant
i.
Put the starting resource in tabu list of this ant (for the first task).
ii.
For all the remaining tasks
a. Choose the next resources rj for the nexttask ti by applying following transition rule.

if j c allowed, allowed means not in tabu list else 0
b. Put the selected resource in previous step into tabu list of this ant
End For
Until each ant builds its solution
3. Fitness: Compute the fitness value of the solution of each ant
4. Replacement: Replace the Optimal solution with the ant's solution having best fitness value if its fitness value
is better than Optimal solution.
5. Pheromone Updation:
i.
Update local pheromone for each edge
ii.
Update global pheromone
6. Empty tabu lists of all ants
7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 until stopping condition is met, Stopping condition may be the maximum number of
iterations or no change in fitness value of ants" solution in consecutive iterations
8. Output: Print Optimal solution
End Procedure
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO): Particle Swarm Optimization was first introduced by Dr. Russell C.
Eberhart and Dr.James Kennedy in 1995. As described by Eberhart and Kennedy, the PSO algorithm is an adaptive
algorithm based on a social-psychological metaphor; a population of individuals (referred to as particles) adapts by
returning stochastically toward previously successful regions [1].
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Particle Swarm has two primary operators: Velocity update and Position update. During each generation each
particle is accelerated toward the particles previous best position and the global best position [12]. Each iteration a new
velocity value for each particle is calculated based on its current velocity, the distance from its previous best position,
and the distance from the global best position. The new velocity value is then used to calculate the next position of the
particle in the search space. This process is then iterated a set number of times or until a minimum error is achieved.
Procedure PSO
1. Initialization: Initialize position vector and velocity vector of each particle.
2. Conversion to discrete Vector: Convert the continuous position vector to discrete vector
3. Fitness: Calculate the fitness value of each particle using fitness function.
4. Calculating pbest: Each particle's pbest is assigned its best position value till now. If particle's current fitness
value is better than particle's pbest with current postion value.
5. Calculating gbest: Select the particle with best fitness value from all particles as gbest.
6. Updation: Update each particle's position vector and velocity vector using following equation:
Vi+1=ωVi+C1rand1*(pbest-xi)+C2rand2*(gbest-xi)
Xi-1=Xi+Vi+1
Where
ω=interia
c1,c2=acceleration coeffcients
rand1 , rand2 =uniformly distributed random numbers and ε [0, 1]
pbest= best position of each particle
gbest= best position of entire particles in a population
i= iteration
7. Repeat steps 2 to 6 untill stoping condition is met; stopping condition may be the maximum number of iterations
or no change in fitness value of particles for consecutive iterations.
8. Output: Print best particle as the final solution.
End procedure
Genetic based algorithms GA: GA was first introduced by Holland in 1975 and represents a population based
optimization method based on a metaphor of the evolution process observed in nature. In GA, each chromosome
(individual in the population) represents a possible solution to a problem and is composed of a string of genes. The initial
population is taken randomly to serve as the starting point for the algorithm. A fitness function is defined to check the
suitability of the chromosome for the environment. On the basis of fitness value, chromosomes are selected and
crossover and mutation operations are performed on them to produce offsprings for the new population. The fitness
function evaluates the quality of each offspring. The process is repeated until sufficient offspring are created [13]. GA are
based on an analogy with the genetic structure and behaviour of chromosomes within a population of individuals using
the following foundations:
I. Individuals in a population compete for resources and mates.
II. Those individuals most successful in each 'competition' will produce more offspring than those individuals that
perform poorly.
III. Genes from `good' individuals propagate throughout the population so that two good parents will sometimes
produce offspring that are better than either parent.
IV. Thus each successive generation will become more suited to their environment.
Procedure GA
1. Initialization: Generate initial population P consisting of chromosomes.
2. Fitness: Calculate the fitness value of each chromosome.
3. Selection: Select the chromosomes for producing next generation using selection operator.
4. Crossover: Perform the mutation operation on the chromosomes.
5. Mutation: Perform the mutation operation on the chromosomes.
6. Fitness: Calculate the fitness value of these newly generated chromosomes known as offsprings.
7. Replacement: Update the population P by replacing bad solution with better chromosomes from offsprings.
8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 until stopping condition is met, Stopping condition may be the maximum number of
offsprings.
9. Output best chromosomes as the final solution.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Tasks scheduling plays a core part in the cloud computing environment. Without a proper scheduling strategy,
timely execution of the tasks and fault tolerance cannot be achieved successfully. As the requirements of the users are
dynamic in nature, an efficient schedule should be established. In this paper, a hybrid technique that combines the
particle swarm optimization and ant colony optimization algorithm has been proposed which effectively reduces the cost
and minimizes the last dag finish time of the workflow. To prove its effectiveness, comparison through simulation
environment has done between the proposed algorithm with PSO and ACOalgorithm.
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